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Introduction 
 

Changing over to a hydrogen-based society can be one of the possible 
solutions of the problems caused by global warming and the energy scarcity 
threatening the human population of the Earth. To achieve this objective great 
forces have recently been activated. As for mobile applications, the biggest 
challenge is how to store hydrogen. Besides having high storage capacity and 
fulfilling the requirement of a large number of charging/discharging cycles, 
safe operation is also a crucial point to be considered. Due to their large 
volumetric and gravimetric hydrogen density certain metals and their alloys 
offer promising possibilities for storage. Therefore researches on operation of 
H-containers is one of the most important field in scientific life. The distinctive 
property of metallic H-absorbents is that they are needed to be activated, which 
is only based on surface procedures. On the other hand, several independent 
publications report about the exhaustion or ageing taken place by the cyclical 
charges and discharges of the absorbents. [1]. Apparently, literature does not 
pay attention on the possible relation between the high diffusion rate of 
hydrogen and the irreversible structural rearrangement during H-absorption.  

The Department of Vehicle Manufacturing and Repairing, Faculty of 
Transportation Engineering, Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics has been doing researches on metallic glasses for more than a 
decade [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The aim of this dissertation is to make a relationship 
between the above mentioned processes happening during the absorption of 
hydrogen with comparing endothermic and exothermic H-absorption.  

The principal objectives of this work are the understanding of the activating 
mechanisms in model amorphous alloys during H-absorption, the distinction of 
the processes being enacted both in the surface and the bulk and to make 
general statements.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Literature Review 
 
Classic hydrogen absorbent materials 
 

The majority of crystallyne absorbents used in practice is the hydrides of 
intermetallic-compounds. The simplest kind of them is type ABxHn, which 
after choosing the correct components helps the characteristics of the 
absorption to be pre-planable. Element A is usually a rare earth element or an 
alkaline earth metal and it is stable, while on the other hand, element B is 
generally a transition metal which forms an instable hydride. Generally large 
hydrogen density characterizes these kinds of compounds (H/M~2) [7]. 

The lattice parameter increases in proportionally with the amount of the 
absorbed hydrogen: in the case of small concentrations (H/M<0,1), thus in the 
solid solution range (α-phase), with 2-3 Å3  per hydrogen atom [8]. In the case 
of higher H-concentrations (H/M>0,1) the interaction among certain hydrogen 
atoms becomes significant. The solution becomes supersaturated, the hydride 
phase (β-phase) appears, then hydride crystals start to grow. In the hydride 
phase the concentration of the hydrogen reaches the approximate value of 
H/M=1 (hydrogen / metallic atom). In the concentration range where α- and β-
phases co-exist, the expansion is 10-20 %. As a result, high level of stresses 
occurs along the phase boundaries making the fragile metallic matrix 
pulverized. In the end we gain hydride powder of 10-100 µm particle size. 

The first charging/discharging cycles of the absorbents generally take more 
time than the ones following and the maximum achievable hydrogen density at 
the beginning cannot reach the hydrogen saturation level of the material. The 
reason for this is that before usage the hydrogen container materials need to be 
made more 'accessible' for the hydrogen. This procedure is called 'activation' in 
scientific literature.  

Four basic processes can be distinguished in the mechanism of dissolution 
[9, 10, 11, 12]: 
 
� Dissociation/absorption: the first step is the dissociative absorption of the 

hydrogen molecule on the surface of the metal; 

� Surface penetration: the atomic hydrogen absorbs into the sub-surface; 

� Diffusion inside the absorbent: the H-atoms diffuse into the inside of the 
bulkl from surface nearby positions or from an inner point;  



� Formation of hydrides: hydrogen atoms form hydride nucleii and with 
adding further H-atoms hydride particles start to grow. 

The total energy balance of hydrogen absorption can be calculated from the 
sum of the energy of the separate parts. Dissociation is always an endothermic 
process, id est. it requires heat. If absorption is not accompanied by some 
further heavily exothermic reaction e.g. hydride formation, the process is fully 
endothermic (∆H<0, in which ∆H is the heat of fusion). Consequently, the 
rising of the temperature increases the amount of soluble gas. If the solution is 
an exothermic reaction, the heat of formation can cover partly or entirely the 
energy needed for dissociation or it can exceed it in amount. Therefore, in this 
case the whole process can be endothermic (∆H<0), neutral (∆H=0) or 
exothermic (∆H>0). 

Endothermic solution characterizes Cu, Ni, Pt and Fe. As for these metals, 
the amount of the soluble hydrogen increases with the increase of the 
temperature, however, the amount of the dissolved gas is significantly smaller 
than during an exothermic solution. In this case with the increase of the 
temperature the hydrogen content decreases.  

In the traditional crystallyne hydrogen container materials at small content of 
hydrogen, the hydrogen - because of its small size – and the metallic atoms 
forming the lattice are situated in the holes in the lattice. The ability of the 
interatomic holes to receive the given small sized atoms obviously depends on 
whether the d>2ra  condition between the 'd' diameter of the interatomic 
volume between the neighbouring atoms and ra radius of the atoms fulfils. The 
wedge-shaped incorporation of the atoms usually means the increase of the 
lattice constant, in other words, the incorporating atom enhances the space 
available because the incorporating atom occupies the place/position of the 
total energy in the entire system. [13]. 

Hydrogen at room-temperature can move with 10-15 orders of magnitude 
more rapidly in metals than other interstitial atoms. (Figure 1). One of the 
reasons for this phenomenon is the small activation energy of the hydrogen 
diffusion, thus the so called potential barrier, whose role is to prevent a jump 
between states of equilibrium presented by hydrogen, is small. 



 
Figure 1. Diffusion of hydrogen and some light elements in metals 

 
The effect of hydrogen on electronic structure  

 
The dissolving hydrogen transforms the properties of metal matrix 

components. The characteristics of the new phase and the dissolution are 
determined by the interaction of the electronic structure of the dissolving metal 
and the hydrogen, referring to the fact that H does not simply fill up the space 
available but it also has alloying effects on metal matrix components. 
According to this the changes in the electronic structure alter e.g. the resistance 
and the conductivity of the absorbent. 

During hydrogen absorption the H atoms cause local perturbation in wave 
function of the conducting electrons of the base metal, the partial dilation or 
contraction of the crystal structure of the base metal (core with different size) 
and partially the change of periodicity of the periodic potential space (differing 
valence). All this means that they alter the state of conductive electrons and 
reduce their mobility. Hence the resistance during the dissolution becomes 
larger than the resistance of the base metal.  
 

 
 

 

 

 



Hydrogen Storage in Amorphous Materials  

 
Glass transition means the forming of non-equilibrium phase as the result of 

kinetic supercooling. The forming velocity of the equilibrium phase is 
restricted due to the rapid growing of the nuclei. 

The nucleation velocity and the available supercooling strongly depends on 
the composites of the alloy. When the cooling speed is higher than the time 
needed for the complicated atomic rearrangement and for achieving the critical 
nuclei size and the composition is adequate, the melt can be supercooled 
resulting the structure of the melt in the solid state. Due to this phenomenon a 
solid glassy phase forms. The main aim to be achieved while producing 
amorphous alloys is to avoid the grain formation [15]. 

Glass Forming Ability (GFA) is related to the magnitude of the supercooling 
of the melting state. The larger the GFA, the lower cooling velocity can be 
applied to prevent the development of the crystalline nuclei. GFA shows under 
what cooling circumstances the glass (amorphous) state is formed. The 
difference between crystallization and glass forming is shown in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. The melting temperature and the glass transition. Tg is not an 

exact temperature but it is a 'range' depending on the circumstances [16] 

 
The horizontal axis shows temperature, the vertical axis can displays 

enthalpy (H), entropy (S) and specific volume (V). The illustration presents 
that by supercooling the melt phase becomes solid through crystal formation at 



a specific and constant temperature (Tm) while its enthalpy, entropy and 
specific volume change steeply. This is a first-order phase transition. It 
happens at a composite specific, determined temperature. Crystallization is 
realized at phase boundary. On the contrary during glass transition the 
supercooled melt becomes solid with a global solidification of the melt 
structure in a temperature range depending on the cooling circumstances. 

Amorphous systems are characterized by the lack of the long range order. 
Hence hydrogen atoms incorporate into the so called 'traps' or holes with 
different atomic and chemical environments, consequently the concentration 
dependence of the diffusion and the chemical potential of hydrogen can be 
interpreted as a continuous distribution of the energy of these free volumes of 
the lattice. 

Hydrogen causes increase of the specific volume both in amorphous metals 
and alloys. Its magnitude is approximately the same like the one measured at 
crystalline systems (~2,9·10-3 nm3). Despite this metallic glasses do not 
degrades even after several charging/discharging cycles. The possible reason 
for this can be that the change of the amorphous system's specific volume 
causes smaller tension than the nuclei forming and grow in the crystalline 
systems. 
 

In the Fe-B based endothermic amorphous alloys it has been revealed that 
clusters reminding of the symmetry of equilibrium phases (fcc, bcc, Fe3B) 
consist of the amorphous system. The compound phases of the equilibrium Fe-
B system have high Curie-temperature. This property also appears in 
amorphous system in the clusters reminding of the local environment of these 
types of phases in which about the fluctuation of the volume of a Fe atoms can 
be spoken. The magnetic coupling among Fe atoms and its strength depend 
sensitively on the distance between the neighboring Fe-atoms. By means of the 
change of magnetic coupling the local fluctuation of the distance of Fe atoms 
also appears in amorphous Curie-temperature. The effect of the lattice 
expansion on certain types of metalloids, gases like hydrogen can be observed 
in such amorphous systems. The incorporating hydrogen can provoke 
noticeable alterations in the magnetic features of Fe-based metallic glasses 
even at some hundreds of ppm.  
 

 

 

 



Conclusions 
 

On the basis of the investigated scientific literature it can be stated that the 
mechanisms of hydrogen absorption, its thermodynamic characteristics and the 
basic features of certain H storage media are widely known. The common 
feature of these absorbents is the necessity of activation, which is interpreted 
only based on surface processes. With the knowledge of the high diffusion rate 
of hydrogen and the symmetrical rearrangements followed by the dissolution, I 
have setted the aim of the dissertation in examining the micro-mechanisms of 
the reversible and irreversible structural changes due to hydrogen.  

 
 

Objectives 
 

1. Establishing the technical background for in situ tracking down the H 
content of shear ribbons in metallic glasses with measuring resistance. 
Its conditions are  

---- defining the R/R0-H/M relationship  

---- building a Sievert-type apparatus with in-situ electrical 
resistance measuring apparatus. 

2. Revealing the relationship between the H-content and the resistance 
of Ni-Zr-based metallic glasses; 

3. Getting to know the changes in an amorphous system due to the 
presence of Hydrogen (structural relaxation, change in resistance e.g.) 
and comprehending their reasons in endothermic and exothermic H-
solvent systems;  

4. A thorough understanding of the relations of the phenomena 
happening in the surface and the bulk during activation and 
enlightening their physical background. 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Research Methods, Examined Materials 

 
Thermomagnetic measurements 

 
The shape of thermo-magnetic curves describes structural alterations that 

refer to the change of the magnetic phase of the sample taken as a function of 
temperature. In the case of ferromagnetic amorphous systems it generally 
conveys information when the Curie-temperature of the amorphous state is low 
enough, in other words the change in being magnetized concomitant on the 
disintegration of the amorphous state does not mingle with the change exactly 
deriving from a magnetized amorphous state. The shape of thermo-magnetic 
curves can be altered by changing the chemical composition of the samples 
produced under same circumstances. This way the Curie-temperature of the 
sample can change. E.g. in the case of Fe86-xCrxB14 (x=0; 0,8; 2,4; 4,5; 6,6) 
alloy the increasing Cr content  decreases TC [17, 18]. Meanwhile the Curie 
temperature of the ferromagnetic sample is sensitive to the change of the 
metalloid content and the presence of hydrogen. [19, 20]. 

 

 
Figure 3. The thermo-magnetic curve displaying the principle of how to define 

Curie-temperature [21] 

 

 



Four Point Probe Resistance Measurement 

 

To measure constant current resistance I applied the four point probe 
resistance measurement. (Figure 4)  

 

 
Figure 4. The theoretical arrangement of a four point probe resistance 

measurement device 

A generator drives constant current on the ribbon to be measured. Current is 
leaded in at the ends of the ribbon. Among the leads-in, the potential on the 
sample can be measured by a voltmeter. Resistance can be calculated from the 
intensity of current and the falling value of the sample taken from the 
voltmeter: 

R=
U

I , 

in which 
 R the resistance of the ribbon,  
 U the measured resistance-drop , 
 I the current flowing through the sample. 

The specific resistance change can be calculated by normalizing onto the 
starting resistance of the sample. 



Pressure-Concentration-Temperature and in-situ Resistance- (R/R0-H/M) 

Measurements 

The hydrogen content of the hydrogen storage media at different 
temperatures can be determined by surveying the PCI curve. The hydrogen 
content of amorphous ribbons can indirectly be measured accurately with the 
four point probe resistance measurement method if the relationship between 
the hydrogen content and its resistance is known. The relation between these 
two quantities can be determined if the resistance of a sample with given 
weight is measured in a constant volume in which the pressure and the 
temperature of H can be measured. To meet these requirements I transformed 
the apparatus (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5. The schematic drawing of the Sievert’s-apparatus 

 

Caloric Measurements (DSC) 

 

In the process of the measurement the temperatures of the sample and the 
reference sample placed in the two sample containers produce a linear increase 
as a function of time. The received sign is in direct proportion with the 
difference of capacities needed for the linear increase of temperature of the 



two samples. It ensures that when heat absorption and decalescence occur in 
the sample, a positive or negative peak appears on the measured sign. The 
characteristic features of the transformations can be concluded from the 
positions and shapes of the peaks and by means of them several parameters of 
the parameters can be determined e.g. transformation temperatures, heat of 
transformation, the change of energy in transformation etc. [22]. The 
temperature difference between the sample and the reference sample, which is 
in direct proportion with the specific heat of the sample and the heating rate, 
can be calculated by using the following formula: 

q
K

cm
T p

⋅
⋅

=∆ , 

in which 

 ∆T the measured difference of temperatures, 
 m sample weight, 
 cp sample specific heat, 
 q heating rate, 
 K the constant of the DSC apparatus. 

On the basis of the measured difference of temperatures during the time of 
observation (t1-t2) the enthalpy change in the sample (∆H) can be calculated by 
means of the following formula: 

∆H=K ∫ ∆Tdt . 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Measurement (NMR) [23] 

The hydrogen content of metallic glass samples can be determined by 
applying NMR measurement methods. I hereby describe the examination 
method applied by Tompa et al. not in its completeness but mentioning the 
relevant parts. [24]. 

Magnetic resonance can be experienced when atoms with non-zero nuclear 
spin are placed into external magnetic field and then they are excited by series 
of impulses composed of electromagnetic waves with frequencies of the 
features of the actual atoms. On the effect of external excitation in accordance 
with the regulations among the possible spin states of the system junctions are 
established during which atoms take up energy from the electromagnetic field 
surrounding them. Applying impulse excitation the excited particles return to 



their original state as soon as possible. The sign developing after ceasing the 
exciting impulse can be measured by appropriate devices.  

According to my objectives during the experiment I applied metallic glass 
samples that dissolve hydrogen in endothermic and exothermic ways.  

The samples were made by single –roller melt spinning method at the 
Research Institute for Solid State Physics and Optics of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences. Their components are:  

Endothermic H-dissolving alloys: 

���� Fe85-xCrxB15 (x=0,8, 1,6, 10 atom%)  

Exothermic H-dissolving alloys: 

����
 Ni67Zr33 

����
 Ni64Pd3Zr33 

����
 Ni64Pt3Zr33 

���� Ni67-xCuxZr33 (x=6, 16 atom%) 

The alloys are made of 99,99% (4N) pure metals by vacuum induction or/and 
electron beam melting.  The ribbons were 25 ± 5 µm thick and 1,5 ± 0,2 mm 
wide. The deviation of the width and thickness values did not exceed 10% per 
one ribbon.



 

 

Results  

 
Endothermic systems' respond to the presence of dissolved hydrogen  

 

 
Figure 6. Comparing the values of 

the Curie-temperature of 

Fe83,4Cr1,6B15 metallic glass in as-

quenched state, after H saturation, 

after liquid N treatment and  after 

the combination of the latter two, 

during three heating run followed 

by each other  

Figure 7. Comparing the values of 

the Curie-temperature of annealed 

(250
o
C, 2h), after H saturation, 

after treating by liquid N and  

after the combination of the latter 

two, during three heating run 

followed by each other 

The thermo-magnetic properties of some parts of the endothermic H-
dissolving samples were measured directly after quenching, while other 
samples were examined after annealing (250oC, 2h), LN treatment, hydrogen 
saturation, or after the combination of these processes. I made these treatments 
to achieve the different structures developing by structural relaxation. 

Figures 6-7 clearly show that after hydrogen saturation we received a higher 
Tc

am. Meanwhile it can be easily read off the diagrams above that the effects of 
the previous heat treatments have a great impact on TC

am. Compared to the non 
hydrogenated samples, the effect of the dissolved hydrogen, independently 
from the thermal history of the sample, explicitly displays and shows an 
enduring increase in the consecutive measurements. This means that 
hydrogenation at room temperature causes structural transformations in the 
samples of which effect does not cease to exist during the following heat 
treatments. However as a result of measurement relaxation, TC

am increases 
more rapidly on the non-treated samples. In other words, heating induces 



 

 

structural relaxation in the sample during the measuring process of which 
effect is also the increase of TC

am. 
 
Response of exothermic systems to the presence of dissolved hydrogen  

 

The relationship between hydrogen content and the change in electrical 
resistance in Ni-Zr-based metallic glasses  

 

To determine the relationship between the hydrogen content of the 
investigated alloys and the relative change in electrical resistance I have built a 
measuring device based on a Sievert’s-type apparatus completed with a four 
point probe resistance measurement device (Figure 8). 
 

 
Figure 8 The sample chamber of the Sievert's apparatus completed with 

the four point probe resistance measurement device 

 



 

 

 

Figure 9 The change of the specific resistance of Ni64Pt3Zr33 sample taken 

as a function of the hydrogen content during the first two charges 

The two absorption/desorption cycles executed at 20, 50 and 100oC prove 
that during the second charge the relationship between the values of the 
resistance and the hydrogen content of the sample differ from the ones of the 
first charge. The direction and the volume of the alteration are equal in each 
case, namely, the resistance is 3% larger when H/M=0. 

I estimated the resistance increase after the first charge, which is considered 
to be responsible for the structure alternating effect of H, by extrapolating the 
curve on zero H content in the second charge. To prove this presupposition, 
after a full absorption/desorption cycle I determined the hydrogen content of 
the Ni64Pd3Zr33 ribbon applying nuclear magnetic resonance (MNR) 
measurement (Figure 10). This measurement has disclosed that the amount of 
hydrogen content left in the ribbon is ∼0,04 – 0,07 H/M, which mainly 
contains H atoms of strong bond. Although the measured value falls behind the 
R/R0-H/M relation in activated state, it exceeds the value of the resistance 
developed by the appearance of H on a non-activated sample. On the other 
hand, after desorption the resistance is higher than the resistance belonging to 
0,04 – 0,07 H/M at the time of ribbon activation. It proves that in the case of 



 

 

the examined combination, resistance is not exclusively the function of the H 
content of the sample but an irreversible rearrangement also appears, which is 
the result of the activated state. 

 
Figure 10 Results of NMR measurements; Having same H/M, after 

desorption the resistance is higher than during the activation 



 

 

Irreversible structural change in Ni-Zr-based metallic glasses 

I investigated the ribbons by x-ray diffraction (XRD) after being quenched, 
heat treated (100oC, 120h, Ar atmosphere) and after a full H-
charging/discharging cycle (100oC, 10bar H2). 

 
Figure 11 The profile analysis of the x-ray results of Ni67Pd3Zr33 sample 

after heat treatment and after one charging/discharging cycle: H getting 

into the sample makes the peak featuring lkk Ni(Zr) disappear 

The results clearly show that taking a binary Ni-Zr sample, the onefold 
presence of H causes the increase of specific volume, while on the effect of 
three atoms% Pd-, or Pt-alloying crystalline phase appears. The structure of 
amorphous matrix is more compact, dense due to the onefold presence of H, 
and specific volume slightly decreases. In other words, the appearance of the 
crystalline fraction significantly contributes to the specific volume increase of 
macroscopic order of magnitude. Since the appearance of crystalline phases – 
and parallel the formation of more compact amorphous structures – can be 
observed in the ternary Ni-(Pd,Pt)-Zr systems, supposing Pd, and Pt play a 
catalytic role in the nuclei formation of the fcc Ni(Zr) crystalline phase. 

 

 

 



 

 

Calorimetry (DSC) 

I have taken DSC measurements (β=20o/min, N atmosphere) on the 
Ni64Pd3Zr33 ribbons showing the most significant changes caused by hydrogen 
during x-ray tests in a quenched, heat-treated state (100oC, 120h, Ar 
atmosphere) and after a full H-charging/discharging cycle (100oC, 10bar H2, 
then vacuum). 
 

 
Figure 12 The DSC image of the processes happening during the heating 

of Ni64Pd3Zr33 samples until their crystallization; it emerges that taken the 

hydrogenated sample the length of the exothermic step beginning at 

approximately  400
o
C differs significantly from the other two samples 

Investigating the properties of crystallization it can be stated that the highest 
inhomogenity and the smallest stability are attached to the as-quenched state, 
while relaxation provides the largest stability. The largest homogeneity is the 
characteristic of the sample treated by hydrogen before crystallization, which 
is proven by the small width of the peak belonging to crystallization. It can be 
established about measurement relaxing processes at a lower temperature 

(∼400oC - 560oC) that the thermal history of the previously relaxed sample 



 

 

leaves its mark on the amorphous structure which can be shown by DSC 
measurements. The relaxation of the samples treated by hydrogen takes place 
in the lowest temperature interval. Moreover if we consider the fact that among 
the three ribbons of different states, the one with hydrogenated treatment 
proved to be the most homogeneous one during the crystallization, then we can 
presuppose that the short range rearrangement due to the presence of H 
remains after the dehydrogenation, so we can talk about a so-called of 
structural imprint.  
 

The surface and bulk activation 

 
I have composed a test series to describe the connections between the first 

absorption/desorption cycle and the possible irreversible structural 
transformations.  

To be able to do the tests I had some 'gaps', permeable for hydrogen, etched 
into one side of the Ni64Pd3Zr33 amorphous ribbons used for the DSC 
measurements, while I did not eliminate the oxide layer from the other side 
and the edges (Figure 13). The impermeable surfaces for H were created 
below the etching of the ribbon by masking. I made samples for the later H 
saturation by masks with three different sections (1mm, 5mm, 10mm). 
 

 

Figure 13 Schematic drawing of etching a ribbon under a mask  

 
The two main steps of charge are demonstrated in Figure 14 on the mask 

with 10mm sections.  



 

 

 
Figure 14 The main steps of H absorption in the case of a sample etched 

below the mask; saturation is divided into two phases: 

 I:  the rapid charge of etched surfaces, surface processes are 

dominant, 

 II: the charge of the parts under the oxide layer, here diffusion 

determines the charging rate 

 
On Figure 15 the measurement results of the ribbon with 5mm sections 

etched under the mask can be seen: during the first charge. H dissolves into the 
ribbon with an approximately constant rate until it reaches R/R0≈1,2, then the 
speed of charge gradually, but just to a small degree, decreases. This phase 
lasts until R/R0≈1,3, after that the curve approaches asymptotically the 
R/R0=1,35 value. 

 
Figure 15 The specific resistance curve of the first three charges of the 

Ni64Pd3Zr33 sample etched 5mm sections by masking  



 

 

The results of the samples etched by masking demonstrate that the registrant 
of the first charge shows the process of the activation. The threefold division 
of the curves can be clearly observed in each case. 
 

The effect of air deposition on the kinetics of absorption  

 

 

Figure 16 The specific resistance curve of the first three charges of the 

Ni64Pd3Zr33  sample etched by masking with 5mm-sections after 21 months 

of air deposition 

The characteristic measured after air deposition the sample with 5mm 
sections can be seen in Figure 16. On the basis of the diagram I can state that 
the threefold division of the first charge also does not occur, thus the sample 

starts H absorption from activated state. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Conclusion 
 
� In the course of my research I have investigated the effect of dissolved H 

on Curie-temperatures in Fe(Cr,B) amorphous systems which dissolves 
hydrogen endothermically. The increased TC

am can be observed after the 
spontaneous leave of H. This proves a short time symmetry rearrangement 
caused by hydrogen which is not restored within the time scale where the 
spontaneous leaving of H atoms can be seen, i. e. during the measurement 
process.  

� I examined H-storage properties of exothermic H dissolving Ni-(Pt,Pd)-Zr 
ribbons by in situ resistance measurement. I have built a Sievert’s-type 
apparatus in which the resistance increase followed by the absorption and 
the change of volumetric H content can be connected in one measurement 
process to reveal the relationship between the hydrogen dissolving into the 
sample and the following resistance change. By means of this apparatus I 
determined the R/R0-H/M function of amorphous Ni67Zr33, Ni64Pd3Zr33 and 
Ni64Pt3Zr33 samples at 20, 50 and 100oC. It emerges from the measurement 
results that resistance is a non-linear function of the hydrogen content of 
metallic glasses. Extrapolating the regression curve fitted to the results 
coming from the second charge onto zero H content indicates remanent 
increase of the initial resistance. This observation can be interpreted as the 
indirect manifestation of the processes experienced in endothermic H 
dissolving systems and connected to remaining structural rearrangement. 

� In the above mentioned Ni-Zr-based systems I demonstrated the signs of 
short time structural rearrangement caused by hydrogen using x-ray tests. It 
is outlined from the results of the measurements that the first charge and 
discharge in the binary Ni-Zr sample causes the increase of specific 
volume, in the Pd-, or Pt-content samples crystalline phase nuclei appear. 
The structure of an amorphous matrix is more compact and dense in the 
onefold presence of H, in both cases the specific volume slightly decreases. 
It can be realized when the crystalline fraction significantly contributes to 
the increase of the specific volume at macroscopic level. Since the 
appearance of the crystalline phase – and parallel the development of the 



 

 

more compact amorphous structure – can be seen only in the ternary Ni-
(Pd,Pt)-Zr systems, supposing  Pd, and Pt  play a catalytic role in the germ 
development of the face-centered cubic Ni(Zr) crystalline phase. 

� I took DSC measurements on Ni64Pd3Zr33 metallic glasses followed by 
quenching, treated by heat and H-charge-and-discharge. Examining the 
crystallization of the samples with various thermal histories it can be 
declared that the crystallization of the ribbon treated by hydrogen occurs in 
the narrowest temperature interval, which means the merging of the steps 
of crystallization and the interlapping of their activation energy. As the sole 
difference between the relaxing heat treatment and the hydrogen-
absorption/desorption cycle is the lack or presence of hydrogen, its 
structure modifier effect can cause the increase of temporary homogeneity 
of the sample. In the case of ribbons treated with hydrogen, preceding 
recrystallization, in all the three examined states, an endothermic step 
occurs less than 50% of the time that can be measured in as-quenched and 
relaxed states. In the hydrogenated sample the endothermic peak refers to 
the thermal manifestation of H desorption. From the endothermic period to 
crystallization there is not any further heat flow. Relying upon these 
findings it can be stated that among the observed measurement relaxing 
processes at the lowest temperature, the joint result of the leaving of 
trapped H and the parallel occurring relaxation approaches the 
thermodynamically state which is essential to start crystallization. Since the 
irreversibly dissolved hydrogen in the sample departs during the 
endothermic phase before crystallization, the narrowest temperature 
interval belonging to the crystallization of the hydrogen treated sample – 
namely, the supposing most homogeneous amorphous structure -  cannot 

be the direct effect of the H being present in the sample, rather the outcome  

of its structural rearrangement, which will not be restored after the H-

leaving in the time scale of the observation. 

� To make a distinction between structural rearrangements - caused by the 
presence of H - occurring in an amorphous system such as volume 
activation, and surface activation processes, I produced independent 
samples by etching under masks and on the face of the given ribbons H 



 

 

permeable and impermeable surfaces alternate along the total length of the 
sample with 1, 5 and 10mm sections. The charge results of samples 
prepared this way demonstrate that the registrant of the first charge 

involves the evidences for the existence of volume activation. During the 
first charge we can see the curves being divided into three parts in the case 
of each section. Resistance calculated at the breakpoints of the curves 
practically can be considered equal, while on the other hand, the tangential 
line laid on the initial phase of the second part of the curve and the 
included angle of the tangent of the first part of the curve is divided by the 
sections of the mask. It can be explained by the fact that longer and longer 
parts covered by an oxide layer imply longer and longer diffusion paths for 
H, ergo the factor determining the rate of charges is H diffusion. During 
further charges the threefold division disappears, however, the magnitude 
of the amorphous volume accessible only through diffusion for H does not 
change at all. All these facts refer to the fact that during the first charge 
such an irreversible transformation occurs in the amorphous system at the 
first appearance of H atoms and its influence does not cease to exist after 
its departure. 

� Examining the stability of the irreversible structural alteration 
accompanying the first appearance of hydrogen – id est. the volume 
activation – the first three charges of the samples etched under a mask the 
repeated threefold H-absorption/desorption of the samples etched under a 
mask showed that after 21 month air depositing the amorphous Ni-Pd-Zr 

ribbon the initial threefold division does not appear again. On the basis of 
the R/R0 saturation values after being neglected, as well as the R/R0<1 
during desorption it can be stated that in the second measurement series the 
initial H-content of certain samples is not zero. 

� Based on the results of the investigations it is presumable that in the case of 

H-absorption of Ni-Zr-based metallic glasses the activated state implies the 

H-charge of distorted tetrahedrons of the highest bond energy, and the 

structural imprints does not disappear when H departs, until reaching 
crystallization temperature it leaves an observable impression.  



 

 

Summary of the new scientific results in theses  
 
1) I interpreted the structural rearrangement taken place by dissolved 

hydrogen in amorphous Fe83,4Cr1,6B15 state by the means of amorphous 
Curie-temperature measurements: 

a) I presented the reversible Curie-temperature increase effect of 
dissolved hydrogen. This effect was interpreted on the basis of phase 
reminiscence principle. In short, the mixed symmetry states, 
containing a few metalloids and solid-like liquid clusters (bcc and 
fcc), are extended locally by H-incorporation, thus increasing the 
average distance of Fe atoms, which according to the Bethe-Slater 
correlation results the strength of the magnetic coupling, so TC

am 
increases in the presence of H-atoms. [S6]

 
2) I developed the technical background of how to measure simultaneously 

the hydrogen content of ribbon-shaped H-absorbents and the in-situ 
resistance increase caused by dissolved H in the T≈20-500oC and pH2≈10-

3mbar-16bar pressure range. Therefore I constructed a Sievert’s-type 
apparatus which includes a four point probe device to measure raesistance 
in the sample container, in this way, the resistance change taking place 
during hydrogen-absorption-desorption state can be in situ detected. 
Measurements are controlled by computer, and the results are stored and 
organized by a data collection module. [S7, S8, S10] 

 
3) By hydrogen absorption and simultaneous resistance measurement I 

determined the H-concentration-dependence of resistance increase in 
Ni67Zr33, Ni64Pt3Zr33 and Ni64Pd3Zr33 metallic glassy ribbons at T=20, 50 
and 100oC, pH2=10bar pressure. 

a) The irreversible structural rearrangement due to hydrogen dissolution 
of the above mentioned amorphous systems was revealed by the 
regression curve laid on R/R0-H/M result of the second charge of the 
samples extrapolating it on zero H content. [S7, S8, S10, S11] 

 
4) Using x-ray diffraction I showed that the binary Ni67Zr33 system H-

absorption increases specific volume, while in the ternary systems the 
amorphous structure becomes more compact and denser, and at the same 
time crystalline phase appears. [S11] 

 



 

 

5) Taking DSC measurements I proved the existence of structural 
rearrangements caused by the presence of hydrogen in Ni64Pd3Zr33 
metallic glassy ribbons.  

a) I demonstrated that the crystallization of the Ni64Pd3Zr33 metallic 
glassy ribbon due to hydrogen takes place in as quenched ground 
state, or in a smaller temperature regime than the one after a 
relaxation, which is the evidence of the most homogenous amorphous 
systems among the tested states.  

b) On the basis of the measurements I established that the onefold 
presence of hydrogen modifies the structure of the tested amorphous 
system into a thermodynamically state prior to crystallization. [S11] 

 
6) By means of the masks used for removing the surface oxide layer I 

districted the surface and volume activation processes in case of ribbon-
shaped H-absorbents during the first hydrogen absorption. 

a) With using masks I demonstrated that at activation the investigated 
metallic glassy ribbon the charges of the oxide layer covered volumes 
and the ones covered with an oxide layer are different in rate, of 
which background stands the twice as long as diffusion length of the 
hydrogen. 

b) I interpreted the reasons why the threefold division during being 
activated ceased to exist at further charges. I revealed that the 
structural rearrangement taking place in total volume of the 
absorbents is fundamental during the activating process. This 
phenomenon is mentioned as volume activation in the study. [S11] 

 
7) After the 21-month air deposition of the first etched-under-masks then 

activated Ni64Pd3Zr33 metallic glassy ribbons, I recharged them and 
demonstrated that: 

a) The activated state is mainly the result of the rearranged structure of 
the metallic glass, while the Ni enriched on the surface mainly plays 
an important role in maintaining the activated state.  

b) The basic element of the development and the maintenance of the 
activated state is that the places of high bond energy need to be 
charged. [S11 
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